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Here’s a thought . . .

� Bill Gates, writing in Business @ the 
Speed of Thought, states, “A lousy 
process will consume ten times as 
many hours as the work itself 
requires.  A good process will 
eliminate wasted time.”



Session Objective

� Explain urgency to streamline processing 
methods and become process-driven

� Show tools and techniques used to rework 
and recharge our application process

� Share outcomes that shifted our customer 
service into high gear, sped up our response 
time, and increased our team’s morale



Another thought . . .

�If you pit a good performer 
against a bad process, the 
process will win almost every 
time.



Step 1: Establish Sense of Urgency

� Examined budget realities

� Examined service standards

� Shifts in applicant populations

� Shifts in program expectations

� Reviewed staffing needs



Step 2: Identify team technicians

� The Processing Machine

� What is it?  

� Combination of people, processes, and IT

� Who maintains it? 

� Weekly area staff meetings; bi-weekly leadership team 
meetings; monthly all-staff meetings

� Quarterly program meetings, annual update meetings

� Who uses it?

� 122 graduate programs; 94 doctoral programs,            
9 professional programs; 12,300+ graduate applicants, 
7800+ professional applicants



Step 3: Disassemble the machine

� Created process map (see example)

� Developed scope statements

� Determined stakeholders

� Broke down each scope statement, making no value 
judgments/changes at this time

� Determined who was responsible for each part of 
process by using post-its to define ‘swim lines’

� Determined hand-off areas

� Documented team feedback (put in parking lot)

� “Not sure why you send this to me” “Would love to get this 
information” “Would work better if you did that function later”



Step 4: Re-assemble the machine

� Determined what functions added value

� What do we NEED to do to serve our 
stakeholders well?

� Determined what functions did NOT add value

� What were not necessary, created 
roadblocks, or were inefficient?

� Coded “non-value added” and “wasted motion” 
functions in yellow

� Discussed ‘hand off zones’ where delays develop

� Brainstormed ideas to provide better service 
and reduce expenses



Step 5: Test drive the new machine

�Sought feedback through online surveys, emails, 
annual program update meetings, hotline, and 
web-based newsletters

� Evaluated its efficiency –

� Are we doing things right?

� Are we using the best tools?

� How have we reduced expenses?

� Should/can we tweak the process for more efficiency?

� Evaluated its effectiveness

� Are we doing the right things?

� How have we improved responsiveness?



Step 6: Get buy-in for new process

� Communicated changes to team technicians

� Frequent team meetings, emails, newsletters

� Communicated changes to ‘stakeholders’

� Emails, web-based newsletters, update meetings

� Trained the team technicians and ‘customers’

� Group and individual learning opportunities

� Provided resources

� Web-based documentation



Common Mistakes

� Fail to provide adequate resources, tools, 
training, communication, and feedback

� Underrate the need for people to develop new 
mental models and behavioral competencies

� Fail to keep your focus on the hand-off zones

� Fail to re-evaluate process effectiveness

Keep in mind that change is 30% logical 

and 70% emotional.  

The soft stuff is the hard stuff.



Major Lessons Learned

� Value the team
� Communicate, empower, acknowledge, appreciate

� Use technology to collect data
� Partnered with external app service—CollegeNet

� 59% eapps-AU03; 90% eapps AU05, 98% eapps AU06

� Used PDFs for programs to print web-based apps directly

� Use technology to process data
� Uploaded external electronic data to eliminate manual entry

� Utilized Operational Data Store for quality control/data interfacing

� Screened for selected applicant evaluation

� Use technology to communicate data
� Use email as primary communication method, when possible

� Enhanced and promoted web-based ‘application status’ page

� Created web-based documentation and resources

� Created Application Management Engine (AME)

� AME demonstration


